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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?

This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

The Eager Beaver Early Reader

ISBN: 978-1-84886-693-5
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99

Barry the beaver wants the biggest dam, so he cuts
down lots of trees. But perhaps that isn't the best
idea…

Jenny Jinks & Giusi Capizzi

This Activity Pack is for:
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Colour Me In!
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?

1. Barry always wanted the biggest and the             of everything.

best           worst first

2. He             down lots of trees. Chop, chop, chop.

nibbled   cut pulled

3. “That is a very big             , Barry,” said Deer. “You can stop now.”

dam          bush house

4. But Barry was so             he still did not             .

eager / rush   lazy / stop eager / stop

5. It had a games room. It even had a                             .

vegetable patch  swimming pool huge bed

6. The forest was completely             . He had            it all down. 

destroyed / chopped           new / thrown clean / washed
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Fill in a Letter
What is the missing letter?

1. He had the biggest teeth and the shiniest co    t.

a o w

2. He built the dam up hi    h.

i y g

3. “That is the bigg    st dam I have ever seen,” said Fish.

a e i

4. His dam had ten stor        s.

ey iy ee

5. “Where has everyone g        e?” Barry said.

oo on en

6. “So, what do you think?” asked Barry ner        usly.

vu vo wo
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Word Search

Barry

best

biggest

Bird

dam

Deer

Words:
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eager

Fish

forest
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 wordsearch. 10-square. grid words laid out across-and-down. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  d
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. best

2. cut

3. dam

4. eager / stop

5. swimming pool

6. destroyed / chopped

Fill in a letter:
1. a

2. g

3. e

4. ey

5. on

6. vo

Wordsearch:
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